WILD GAME GUIDE PHOTO ANNEX

This guide contains examples of:

• good and bad transportation
• bad storage
• storage in chiller
• game larders
• trained person declarations
• in-feather, plucked and oven ready small wild game

Acknowledgment: These photos have kindly been provided by the British Association for Shooting Conservation, the National Game Dealers' Association and the National Gamekeepers' Organisation
EXAMPLES OF GOOD TRANSPORTATION

Clean hygienic transportation, preventing contamination and allowing good air flow between carcases
EXAMPLES OF BAD TRANSPORTATION

Showing heaping and cross contamination - should be avoided
EXAMPLES OF BAD STORAGE

Inappropriate storage of chemicals - Poor vermin control - Porous surfaces - Contaminated clothing
STORAGE IN CHILLER
Avoid overfilling - Ensure effective separation to prevent cross contamination
Store large wild game at 7°C and small wild game at 4°C

GOOD

BAD
EXAMPLES OF GAME LARDERS

Protect against contamination - Keep it clean using clean or potable water
Disinfect when necessary - Maintain the cold chain - Have adequate washing facilities

GOOD

BAD
EXAMPLES OF TRAINED PERSON DECLARATIONS

TAG Total Length 380mm x Height 50mm

Estate/Location: Shuttlebottom Hall Estate

TAG NO. NGO 000001

Species (please mark)
- RED
- SIKA
- FALLOW
- ROE

Date killed 10/10/05. Time killed 5.00pm.

Weight: 61 (kg/lbs)

Sex: M

MUNTJAC

CHINESE

OTHER

Damage/Lesions: Bullet damage to left shoulder

DECLARATION
I declare that I observed no abnormal behaviour before killing and there is no suspicion of environmental contamination. I inspected the hide, pluck and viscera and observed no abnormalities.

HUNTER IDENTIFICATION
No.: NGO123456
Name: Joe Bloggs

To order more tags contact:
NGO Training Ltd
Tel: 01289 385732
cemail: info@ngotraining.co.uk
www.nationalgamekeepers.org.uk

NGO Training Ltd Disclaimer
NGO Training Ltd accepts no responsibility for the condition of this carcass or the declaration.
EXAMPLES OF PLUCKED and IN FEATHER SMALL GAME

Pigeon

Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola)
EXAMPLES OF OVEN READY SMALL WILD GAME

Red Legged Partridge (Alectoris rufa)  
Cock & Hen Pheasant  
(Phasianus colchicus)